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To
The Chief General Manager
AP./ Gujarat / punjab felEcom CircleBSNL

sub: crarif ications regarding merger of cMTS accountin

Please refer to corporate office retter no.ERp/
:11: 
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qy"r"l:, have been raised by circres

1. The basic principle of merger is that of accounting
of accounting units in a ciLle _ one at the circle Ilevel.
There will be two trial balances _ one at SSA level a
]l:,T^O:ing 

issued tiil now by the cMrS wins wiil rof Circle Office, after assets are trrn#rr"o;il"";;;
and remaining to be merged with asset register of theThe owner of an asset is the SSA where the asset ithan assets located at Circle He and appearing in thaccounting unit. In all other cases,
3.1 lf a BTS 1 is located in SSA A then the

SSA A.
3.2 The expenditure incurred by the SSA A on BTB of that SSA.
3.3 BSC maintained by the SSA and its staff

to that SSA.
and accordingly,

4. The staff maintaining that BTS and making expendithe asset also belongs to the SSA.
5. All common equipments like MSC, lN equipments, Biassets of circre office and the manpower maintaining *circle office. i

6' Presenty CMTS/CDMA assets are maintained in thewing. The CMTSiCDMA assets (e.g. BTS, BSC anrwhich are being maintained by SSAs will be transbalance CMTS/CDMA assets (e.g. Core equi

2.
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. There will be two levels
and the other at the SSA

the other at circle level.
be merged with the TB

jAs (wherever applicable)
ircle Office.
physically located, other
existing books of CMTS

of BTS 1 is the head of

1 will be booked in the

in the SSA also belong

on the maintenance of

systems etc. will be
assets belong to the

asset register of CMTS
related infrastructures)

to respective SSAs and
related infrastructure etc.) being maintained by circre
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will be merged with
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manpower should be transferred to that SSA only. Hence
SSA reporting to the circle team will be very rare.
ln such rare. cases and also for central equipments of circle
under the circle office and the expenditure (including their

. the TB of cirde office.
lf any manpower located in SSA A maintains assets of
to be under the administrative control of SSA A only.
has to be split between the SSAs (Between Business
and will be accomplished by assigning multiple cost cente
There may be cases where a particular person may be
belonging to two profit centres like CMTS and CFA within
case too, the person administratively shall be part
expenditure will be booked in the TB of that SSA and is
the profit centres as per the GL code allotted.

10.In summary, the SSA owns the assets as well as the man
assets) located physically in the SSA.

11.Any assetq (manpower or physical) not covered under
mentioned above shall be part of Circle Office.

Copy for information to:

1. Office copy
2. Dir (CFA) / (cM) / (EB)
3. ED (CA) / (NB) / (F)
4. GM (RA & TP)
5. All DGMs ERP Center, ALTTC campus
6. lntranet portal
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asset register of Circle office. There will be no separate
wing.

register with CMTS

7. ln case there is manpower maintaining a CMTS asset in a SSA whose location
is different from the circle office location and is today repo to the CMTS wing
of circle office and in this case if circle for some al reasons wants to
continue this administrative position, then it can do so. the expenditure

in the books ofincurred on that asset physically located in that SSA will
that SSA only. lf this causes any administrative then that

8.

MTS staff located in

, the staff will be
laries) will come in

B, then he continues
expenditure incurred

in ERP language,

ponsible for assets
e same SSA. ln this
that SSA and the

uished between

(maintaining the
\

of the scenarios
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